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Victoria Summer 2019 Internship Reflection 

My time interning at the Augustine Institute Studios has helped me to form my career. I 

had the opportunity to gain hands-on experience with a wide variety of jobs within the studio. Each 

task I was given challenged me to think critically, to push myself, and most importantly, to improve 

my work so that I could be undoubtedly better than I was before I came. I found that working 

closely with the Augustine Studios team helped immensely. My skills in camera work, lighting, 

and editing were greatly improved upon throughout my time spent with the team and I feel like 

my abilities to create has been brought to a new level. 

I came to the Augustine Studios with the expectation that I would mainly work with camera 

operation. This is exactly what I experienced. I shadowed the main camera operator, Michael 

during my internship. While working with Michael we built upon the basics I learned prior to my 

internship. My first few days were spent getting to know the equipment housed at the studio. 

Although I already had a working understanding of camera operation, Michael helped me to 

concentrate my knowledge on the standards at which the studio works from. As I started to learn 

how the studio operates, I solidified my knowledge through practice. I was very fortunate to work 

with camera and grip equipment almost every day of my internship. This opportunity was the most 

impactful in my learning because I got to apply what I knew in theory into practice on professional 

sets on a regular basis.  

 I was pleased to experience even more than just camera and grip tasks during this 

internship! Each person on the team taught me small parts of what they do. The most impactful 

lessons I picked up on were lighting techniques. This has been an area where I have been struggling 

since I entered film school in 2016, but since gaining instruction from Jon, Travis, and Steve, I 

feel like I understand the basics of lighting much better than I did when I started. Just getting to 

learn the vernacular related to lighting is a tremendous foundation, and then actively building on 

it through working on set was massively impactful. I feel much more confident in my ability to 

light a scene. 

Writing was an area which I did not expect to jump into during my time with the Augustine 

Studio, but I am glad I did. I had the chance to write a handful of scripts for a children’s lesson 

plan. It was a task I felt suited me well since I have some teaching background as an assistant 

kindergarten teacher. This writing, although not as challenging as lighting and grip, was 

tremendously fulfilling to me. I got to expand my experience into different fields of production 

this summer which supplemented my understanding of how videos are made. 

I can’t quite say enough to fully explain just how transformative my internship experience 

at the Augustine Institute this summer has been. It once was very difficult for me to confidently 

choose a career path in film and television production because of the vastness of this industry. I 

have found, in these past couple of months, that working in Catholic video education is a real 

blessing. My heart pours out for God through this work; I find it incredibly fulfilling to offer all 

my work up to Him. My take away from this internship is more than just an increased ability to 

work in the video production industry, it is the reality of a career becoming a mission to work for 

God with the talents He gave me. My feet feel planted on solid ground now, thanks to the kindness 

of this team.  


